
Chapter 4: Consumer Choice

 "If this is coffee, please bring me some tea; but if this is tea, please bring me some coffee"

A. Lincoln

 Challenge: Paying Employees to Relocate

 Our model of consumer behavior is based on the following assumptions

 Individual tastes or preferences determine the amount of pleasure people derive from the

goods they consume

 Consumers face constraints or limits on their choices

 Consumers maximize their well-being or pleasure from consumption, subject to the

constraints they face

 In economic analyses designed to explain behavior, economists assume that the consumer is

the boss

4.1 Preferences

 "I have forced myself to contradict myself in order to avoid conforming to my own taste"

Marcel Duchamp

 Properties of Consumer Behavior

 "Do not unto others as you would that they would do unto you. Their tastes may not be

the same" G. Bernard Show

 We summarize a consumer's ranking using a preference relation:

 If a consumer weakly prefers Bundle a to Bundle b, we write � ≥ �

 If the consumer strictly prefers Bundle a to Bundle b, w write � > �

 If the consumer weakly prefers a to b and weakly prefers b to a, we say he is

indifferent between the two bundles, which we write as � ~ �

 Economists make three critical assumptions about consumers' preferences: completeness,

transitivity, and 'more is better'

 Completeness: When facing a choice between two bundles, a consumer can rank them so

that one and only one of the above preference relations holds; there is no possibility he

cannot decide which one is preferable

 Transitivity: this property prevents any illogical behavior; if a consumer weakly prefers a

to b, and weakly prefers b to c, he will weakly prefer a to c

 If a consumer's preferences have the properties of completeness and transitivity, we say

his preferences are rational

 More is Better: all else the same, more of a commodity is better than less of it (also

known as nonsatiation or monotonicity property); why?

 It appears to be true for most people

 If consumers can freely dispose of excess goods, a consumer can be no worse off with

extra goods

 Good: a commodity for which more is preferred to less, at least at some levels of

consumption

 Bad: something for which less is preferred to more, such as pollution

 Application: Money Buys Happiness



 Preference Maps

 Indifference Curve: the set of all bundles of goods that a consumer views as being equally

desirable

 Indifference Map (or preference map): a complete set of indifference curves that

summarize a consumer's tastes or preferences

 All indifference maps must have the following four properties:

 Bundles on indifference curves farther from the origin are preferred to those curves

closer to the origin

 There is an indifference curve through every possible bundle

 Indifference curves cannot cross

 Indifference curves slop downward

 Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS) - the maximum amount of one good a consumer

will sacrifice to obtain one more unit of another good and keep the same utility

 The MRS is the slope of the indifference curve

 Diminishing MRS: the rate of substitution approaches zero as we move down and to the

right along an indifference curve

 Technically, indifference curves can be convex, but it is unlikely

 Two extreme versions of downward-sloping convex indifference curves are plausible:

straight-line or right-angle indifference curves

 Perfect Substitutes: goods that a consumer is completely indifferent as to which to

consume

 These substitutes would have straight-line downward-sloping indifferences curves,

with slope -1 (or any constant integer)

 Perfect Complements: goods that a consumer is interested in consuming only in fixed

proportions

 In this case, the indifference curves would be right-angled

 Imperfect substitutes, or standard-shaped convex indifference curves lie between these

two extremes

 Application: Indifference Curves Between Food and Clothing

 Research shows that food and clothing are virtually perfect complements at low quantities

and perfect substitutes at high quantities

4.2 Utility

 Utility - the set of numerical values that reflect the relative rankings of various bundles of

goods; util is the name given to a unit of utility

 We can say a certain bundle given Bonnie more utils than a different bundle

 Utility Function

 The utility function - the relationship between utility measures and every possible bundle

of goods

 A utility function, U(Z, B), tells us how many utils a person gets from Z pizzas and B

burritos



 These functions do not exist in any fundamental sense; but, with enough research, one

could create a function that accurately summarizes preferences

 The problem is that it is difficult for consumers to say by how much they prefer one

bundle of goods to another

 Ordinal Preferences

 If we only know relative rankings, our measure of pleasure is ordinal (based on relative

rankings) rather than cardinal (based on concrete rankings); money is a cardinal measure

 Positive Monotonic Transformation?

 In the end, we only care about relative utility rankings of two bundles

 Utility and Indifference Curves

 If we project all the points on the curve I* that are at a given height - a given level of

utility - on the utility surface onto the floor of the diagram, we obtain that indifference

curve, I

 Utility and Marginal Utility

 Marginal Utility - the extra utility that a consumer gets from consuming the last unit of a

good

 As the quantity of a good consumed increases, the marginal utility increases but stays

positive; the marginal good derives pleasure, but it is less pleasure than the previous

amount

 Utility and Marginal Rates of Substitution

 As we learned, the MRS is the slope of the indifference curve

 If Lisa trades moves along the indifference curve by giving up some burritos to gain more

pizza; she gains MU from the pizza but loses MU from fewer burritos; the MRS is:
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∆�
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= −
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 The MRS is the negative ratio of the marginal utility of another pizza to the marginal

utility of another burrito

4.3 Budget Constraint

 "You can't have everything...where would you put it?" S. Wright

 Of course, we maximize our consumption subject to constraints, the main one being the

personal budget restraint

 For now, we will assume that consumers have a fixed budget, which is equal to income

 If Lisa spends her budget, Y, on pizza and burrito, then:

� � � + � � � = �

 Budget Line (or constraint) - the bundles of goods that can be bought if the entire budget is

spent on those goods at given prices

 Opportunity Set - all the bundles a consumer can buy, including all the bundles inside the

budget constraint and on the budget constraint



 Slope of the Budget Constraint

 The slope of the budget constraint is the marginal rate of transformation (MRT): the

trade-off the market imposes on the consumer in terms of the amount of one good he must

give up to obtain more of another good
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 Effect of a Change in Price on the Opportunity Set

 If the price of pizza doubles, the budget constraint swings inward; Lisa is therefore worse

off in all cases except if she eats only burritos

 The MRT has increased as the slope of the budget constraint has increased

 Effect of a Change in Income on the Opportunity Set

 Increased income causes the budget constraint to shift outward parallel to the original; the

slope stays the same

 A decrease in the prices of both goods has the same effect as an increase in income

 Application: Rationing

 Rationing affects consumers' opportunity sets because they cannot necessarily buy as

much as they want to at market prices

4.5 Constrained Consumer Choice

 "My problem lies in reconciling my gross habits with my net income" E. Flynn

 The Consumer's Optimal Bundle

 "Vini, vidi, Visa. (We came, we saw, we went shopping)" J. Barrett

 The optimal bundle is the one on the highest indifference curve that lies on the budget

constraint; this indifference curve should not cross the constraint

 There are two ways to reach this outcome

 Interior Solution - bundle has positive quantities of both goods

 Corner Solution - bundle is at the end of the budget line

 The budget constraint and the indifference curve must be tangent - their slope must be the

same when they touch

 MRS - the rate at which Lisa is willing to trade one good for the other

 MRT - the rate at which Lisa can trade her money for burritos or pizza

 The utility is maximized when the MRS = MRT
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 Essentially, this means that, to maximize utility, the utility derived from the last dollar

spent on pizza must be equal to the utility derived from the last dollar spent on burritos

 Application: Buying an SUV in the United States versus Europe

 Much cheaper to own one in the US, it seems



 Optimal Bundles on Convex Sections of Indifference Curves

 We can show that, if indifference curves are smooth, optimal bundles lie either on convex

sections of them or at the point where the budget line hits an axis

 If a consumer buys positive quantities of two gods, then the indifference curve is convex

and tangent to the budget line at that optimal bundle

 Buying Where More Is Better

 "Whoever said money can't buy happiness didn't know where to shop"

 Though it is possible that consumers prefer less to more at some large quantities, we do

not observe consumers making purchases where that occurs

 If we assume that someone prefers more to less of a certain good, he will continue

reducing the amount he consumes until it reaches zero

 Similarly, at the optimal bundle, a consumer cannot be satiated

 Food Stamps

 "I've known what it is like to be hungry, but I always went right to a restaurant"

 An important question is whether poor people are better off receiving food or a

comparable amount of cash - can be analyzed with consumer choice theory

 Technically, food stamps cannot be sold, but a black market does exist; giving cash

checks could reduce losses due to fraud and theft

 In effect, cash grants raise a recipient's opportunity set by more than food stamps of the

same value

 Some opponents of cash grants say that it could be used on drugs, alcohol or other goods

and lead to malnutrition

 Application: Benefiting From Food Stamps

 Different researches show that giving cash instead of food stamps could lower obesity,

lower wasted costs, and reduce stigma associated with food stamps

4.5 Behavioral Economics

 Behavioral Economics - by adding insights from psychology and empirical research on

human cognition and emotional biases to the rational economic model, economists try to

better predict economic decision-making

 Tests of Transitivity

 Different studies show that preferences are usually are transitive, and that adults, for the

most part, act in a rational behavior

 However, children, the younger they are, respond intransitively in a much larger number

of cases; hence, they have more political and economic restrictions

 Endowment Effect

 Endowment effect - people place a higher value on a good if they own it than they do if

they are considering buying it

 In a classic buying/selling experiment, Kahneman et al. showed a significant endowment

effect with coffee mugs and two different group of undergraduate students

 However, other research argues that experience may minimize or eliminate the

endowment effect



 Application: Opt In Versus Opt Out

 Inertia matters: consumers automatically enrolled in 401(k) plans by employers are much

more than consumers who have to apply themselves

 Salience

 Studies have demonstrated that people are more likely to consider information if it is

presented in a way that grabs their attention or takes little thought to understand

 Economists use the term salience, in the sense of striking or obvious, to describe this

 Chetty et al. (2009) compared consumer's response to raises in ad valorem beer excise tax

versus increase in ad valorem general sales tax

 One explanation for this is consumer ignorance

 A second explanation is bounded rationality - people have a limited capacity to anticipate,

solve complex problems, or enumerate all options

 People incur the 'calculation cost' when the tax is high, when making large purchases, or

when their demand for the good is elastic

 Consumers who are more inattentive to taxes, have more inelastic demand, and so they

incur a larger part of the tax burden when taxes rise

 Challenge Solution: Paying Employees to Relocate


